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Abstract—Multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) approaches
have been recently introduced to molecular communications
(MC) in order to increase the communication throughput.
For MIMO systems, index modulation (IM) suggests encoding
information bits using the indices of the available antennas,
rather than employing spatial multiplexing or performing
other space-time coding schemes. Recent works have shown
that utilizing the available MIMO antennas with the IM-based
approaches improve the error performance of a molecular
MIMO system, courtesy of molecular-IM’s robustness against
inter-symbol interference and inter-link interference (ILI).
Inspired by IM’s prospects on the MC, this letter proposes
a novel family of the IM-based schemes to the MC realm.
The proposed schemes combine position-based constellations
with antenna indices to encode bits in and yield reliable error
performances due to their robustness against the ILI.
Index Terms— Molecular communications, molecular MIMO,
spatial modulation, pulse position modulation, index modulation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
OLECULAR communications (MC) is a novel communications paradigm that uses chemical signals to
convey information. In an MC system, information can be
encoded in the quantity, type, time of release, and combinations of these physical quantities of the messenger molecules
(MMs) [1]. In diffusion-based molecular communications (DBMC), the MMs propagate through the communication environment according to the rules of Brownian
motion, which introduces inter-symbol interference (ISI) into
the DMBC channel and hinders communicating at high data
rates.
As demonstrated by several works, including but not limited
to [2]–[4], multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) transmission can be used in MC systems to enhance communication
performance. Furthermore, [5] introduces the index modulation (IM) concept ([6]) to the MC realm, and proposes single
and dual-molecule IM-based schemes to the MC literature.
As a single-molecule scheme, [5] proposes molecular space
shift keying (MSSK) in which the information is encoded
solely in the antenna index. In the same study, the use of
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two types of MMs is also considered by proposing quadrature
molecular space shift keying (QMSSK) and molecular spatial
modulation (MSM). QMSSK transmits two MSSK symbols in
parallel, whilst MSM combines binary molecule shift keying
constellations as a complement to the space constellations.
In addition, [7] combines the antenna index symbols with
concentration shift keying (CSK) constellations and provides a
way of performing spatial modulation for MC, using a single
MM type. One challenge with using CSK constellations for
molecular-IM schemes is that in order to decode CSK constellations better, the constellation points need to be further apart
from each other. On the other hand, if a CSK constellation
point is chosen close to zero in order to create the desired
distance between CSK constellation points, determining the
activated antenna becomes very difficult.
As originally proposed by [8] to the MC realm, pulse position modulation (PPM) encodes bits in the temporal position
of the transmitted molecular pulse. Inspired by the promising results of [9] for higher order single-input-single-output
(SISO) PPM schemes on DBMC systems, main contribution
of this letter is the introduction of the scheme of molecular
position-SM (MPSM) to molecular communications. Our proposed family of molecular-IMs encode symbols using PPM
constellations, accompanied by the symbols using the antenna
indices, extending the works of [5] and [7].
One advantage of the proposed schemes is that they always
emit a constant number of MMs to the channel for each symbol
due to the very nature of PPM, unlike existing CSK-based
molecular-IM approaches. This property helps the receiver to
identify the activated antenna easier by avoiding constellations
with small numbers of transmitted MMs, which is otherwise
an issue for CSK-based IM schemes. In addition, the receiver
utilizes a detection method called the joint maximum count
decoder (JMCD) in the letter, to jointly decode the constellation and antenna index symbols. JMCD performs a simple arg max operation among the received molecule counts,
and does not require the channel impulse response (CIR) at
the receiver end. This property is an advantage over CSKbased IM schemes, since they require CIR for thresholding or distance-calculating when decoding the CSK-encoded
symbols. Since this work considers a MIMO setting similar
to [2]-[5] and [7], it requires a higher device complexity
to realize and is more suitable for synthetic MC systems.
Overall, the main contribution of this letter can be thought
of allocating this available complexity more efficiently that
existing approaches in the literature.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
The system model considered in this letter is adopted from
the channel model in [5]. The overall system includes a
communication scenario between a single transmitter (TX)
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TABLE I
T RANSMISSION S TRATEGY FOR (2, 4)-MPSM W ITH N ATURAL
B INARY M APPING ON THE A NTENNA I NDEX

III. P ROPOSED S CHEMES
Fig. 1.

The system model for nT x = nRx = 4.

unit and a single synchronized receiver (RX) unit in an
unbounded, 3-D, driftless diffusion environment, using MMs
with diffusion coefficient D. The TX unit is equipped with
nT x point sources that can emit molecules and act as transmit
antennas. Similarly, the RX unit has nRx spherical absorbing
receivers, each with radius rr , that act as receiver antennas.
For this letter, nT x = nRx = 4 is chosen for demonstrative
purposes. Similar to [5], the TX body is transparent to the
MMs after emission and the RX body is perfectly reflective.
The TX and RX units and their corresponding transmit and
receiver antennas are assumed to be perfectly aligned against
each other. The distance between the closest point of a receiver
spherical antenna and its corresponding transmit point antenna
is denoted with dx . On each unit, the antennas are placed in a
uniform circular array (UCA), similar to the system considered
in [5], with π2 angular separation between them, since nT x =
nRx = 4. The distance between the projection of a spherical
receiver antenna on its surface and the center of the RX UCA
is denoted as dyz . Note that this notation implies that the radius
of the TX UCA is equal to dyz +rr . The overall system model
diagram is presented in Fig. 1.
Since the system has multiple absorbing spherical receivers,
the arrivals to each RX antenna become dependent. In such
a case, in order to generate the channel coefficients, hi,j [n]
(n = 1, . . . , Lc , where Lc is the channel memory), this letter
uses random-walk-based Monte Carlo simulations described
by [2] and [5]. The expression hi,j [n] represents the nth
channel coefficient on the RX antenna with index j when an
emission from the ith TX antenna occurs. When transmitting
multiple MMs, the number of arriving MMs at the receiver
end are approximated as independent binomial distributions
with success probabilities hi,j [n] following the approaches of
[2], [4], and [5], which can be approximated with independent
Gaussian random variables (RV) [10]. Denoting the arrival
count to the j th receiver antenna at time slot m as Rj [m],
we can state Rj [m] ∼ N (μj [m], σj2 [m]), where
m
nT x
si [z]hi,j [m − z + 1] (1)
μj [m] =
z=m−Lc +1

i=1

and
σj2 [m] =

m


nT x


z=m−Lc +1 i=1

si [z]hi,j [m − z + 1]


× 1 − hi,j [m − z + 1] . (2)

Here, m is the discrete time index, and si [m] denotes the
number of transmitted MMs from the ith TX antenna, at the
mth discrete time.

In this letter, we introduce a novel SM family to the
MC literature. The proposed scheme combines PPM-encoded
constellations with the molecular MIMO antenna indices to
convey information. In an nT x ×nRx molecular MIMO system
where nT x = nRx = β, log2 β bits can be encoded into
the antenna index. In addition, the proposed scheme encodes
another log2 α bits using an α-PPM constellation on top of the
log2 β bits encoded in the antenna index, transmitting a total
of log2 α + log2 β bits for each channel use. To generalize
this PPM-encoded SM family, we call the scheme (α, β)molecular position-spatial modulation ((α, β)-MPSM), where
α and β denote the order of the utilized PPM and the number
of antennas at the TX&RX end, respectively. A demonstrative
codebook for (2, 4)-MPSM is presented in Table I.
In the transmission strategy for (α, β)-MPSM, the data bit
stream u is divided into bit sequences/blocks of length log2 α+
log2 β, where u[k] ∈ {0, 1}. In each block, the first log2 α bits
denote the PPM sequence to be transmitted. Throughout the
letter, each element of the PPM sequence is referred to as a
chip. The said α-chip long PPM sequence is then transmitted
from the activated antenna whose index is determined by the
last log2 β bits in the block. For further reference, we define
x[k] as the decimal MPSM symbol corresponding to the joint
symbols of the k th PPM and the k th activated antenna index,
which is equal to
Bk
2z−(Bk−B+1) u[z],
(3)
x[k] = 1 +
z=Bk−B+1

where B = (log2 α + log2 β). By definition, x[k] ∈
{1, . . . , αβ}. Also, as initially proposed by [5], Gray coding
may also be utilized to map the β-bit strings to the activated
molecular MIMO antennas when mapping the u sequence onto
the x[k] sequence, in order to lower the amount of bit errors
for ILI-caused symbol errors.
When different MC schemes are to be compared in terms
of error performance, the comparison needs to be performed
under the same bit duration (tb ) and transmitted molecules
per bit (M ) normalizations [5], [9]. The former normalization
is done to compare the schemes under equal data rates, and
the latter one is to normalize the energy consumption on a
per-bit basis. Naturally, schemes that are able to encode more
bits in a single channel use are allowed to transmit using
more MMs and at a longer symbol duration (ts ) per channel
use. To comparatively illustrate the transmitted molecules
and the symbol/chip slot durations per channel use, Table II
is presented. Since higher order PPM schemes divide the
available ts into more chip slots of length tc , the increase in ts
due to transmitting more bits per channel use may not translate
to an increase in tc . The chip duration of (α, β)-MPSM can be
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TABLE II
S LOT D URATIONS AND T RANSMITTED M OLECULES P ER S YMBOL VALUES OF THE P ROPOSED AND E XISTING M OLECULAR -IM S CHEMES

2 β)tb
formulated as tc = (log2 α+log
. In Table II, the molecularα
IM scheme proposed by [7] which combines the antenna index
with BCSK, is termed as BCSK-SM. Note that BCSK-SM is
modeled to transmit a BCSK bit-1 by emitting 4M molecules,
and bit-0 with 2M molecules, following the description of the
scheme [7].
At the receiver end, the synchronized receiver collects
molecule arrival counts for all antennas at every chip slot of the
corresponding transmission, and finds the maximum among all
α×β arrival counts. The decoding operation for (α, β)-MPSM
can be denoted as

ĵ, m̂ = arg

max

j∈{1,··· ,β}
m∈{αk−α+1,··· ,αk}

Rj [m],

Jˆ[k] = ĵ, M̂[k] = m̂ − (αk − α),

(4)

where Jˆ[k] and M̂[k] denote the decoded antenna index
and decoded PPM chip index for the k th MPSM symbol,
respectively. After obtaining Jˆ[k] and M̂[k], the receiver
can re-construct x̂[k] and the corresponding bit sequence
T

û[Bk − B + 1] · · · û[Bk − 1] û[Bk] , according to the
encoding mapping. Note that this decoder is memoryless, since
it performs the decoding operation by taking a joint maximum
among all candidates only for the current joint symbol, x[k].
Overall, the decoder can be thought of as a direct extension
to the maximum count decoder (MCD) presented in [5], and
hence it is named as the joint maximum count decoder (JMCD)
in the letter.
A. Error Probability Analysis
Since MC systems have signal-dependent ISI and noise,
the error performance is found by evaluating and averaging
over all possible symbol sequences in a channel with symbol
memory L [5], [10]. Adapting this idea to the MPSM scheme,
the theoretical BER of (α, β)-MPSM can be formulated as
 1 L

Pe|x[k−L+1:k] ,
(5)
Pe =
∀x[k−L+1:k] αβ
where x[k − L + 1 : k] denotes the MPSM symbol vector

T
x[k − L + 1] · · · x[k − 1] x[k] . In (5), Pe|x[k−L+1:k] is
the conditional error probability given the MPSM symbol
sequence x[k − L + 1 : k], and can be expressed by
Pe|x[k−L+1:k] =

αβ
l=1

dH (ux[k] , ul )
P (l̂).
log2 α + log2 β

(6)

Here, P (l̂) is the probability of decoding the decimal MPSM
symbol l given x[k − L + 1 : k] are transmitted. Thus, P (l̂)

corresponds to the probability of the arrival count associated
with the MPSM symbol l being the largest among all Rj [m]
where j ∈ {1, · · · , β} and m ∈ {αk − α + 1, · · · , αk}.
Furthermore, ux[k] and ul denote the log2 α + log2 β bits-long
sequences that correspond to the MPSM symbols x[k] and
l, respectively. dH (·) finds the Hamming distance (number
of differing bits) between its argument vectors. Overall, the
summation in (6) calculates the average bit error when l is
decoded as the MPSM symbol and multiplies it with the
probability of this event’s occurence. In other words, (6) can
be thought of as the weighted average that yields the error
probability, conditioned on x[k − L + 1 : k]. After this point,
finding P (l̂) for l ∈ 1, · · · , αβ, given x[k − L + 1 : k], is the
only expression required to obtain the theoretical BER.
All arrival counts (Rj [m]’s) are modeled as independent
Gaussian RVs with means and variances obtained by (1)
and (2), respectively. Following the similar derivation of [5],
the probability of the Gaussian RV with index l being the
largest among all αβ independent Gaussian RVs can be
written as
P (l̂) =

∞
−∞

αβ

τ =1 P
τ =l



Rτ < r fRl (r)dr,

(7)

where Rτ and Rl denote the Gaussian RVs associated with
the MPSM symbols with indices τ and l, respectively.
fRl (r) denotes the Gaussian probability density function
of Rj [m] that is associated to Rl , which can be writ −(r−μj [m])2 
. Furthermore,
exp
ten as fRl (r) = √ 1 2
2σj2 [m]
2πσj [m]


P Rτ < r denotes the probability that
 Rτ issmaller than a
.
dummy variable r, and is equal to Q μ√τ [k]−r
2
στ [k]

After obtaining P (l̂), derivation of the theoretical BER
expression is concluded by plugging (7) into (6), and then
(6) into (5). Note that since calculating (5) requires evaluating
over all x[k − L + 1 : k] sequences, the theoretical BER’s
numerical computation is computationally

 very expensive,
with complexity on the order of O (αβ)L .
IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
This section presents the bit error rate (BER) performances
of the proposed schemes, MSSK, BCSK-SM, and their Gray
coded variants, using the theoretical BER expression and computer simulations. In the comparisons, MSSK is demodulated
using the MCD [5]. BCSK-SM is demodulated using the equal
gain combining (EGC) assisted Euclidean distance method as
described in Eqs. (27)–(29) of [7]. All results are obtained on
the MIMO system model in Fig. 1, which has absorbing RX
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Fig. 2. BER vs. M curves for MIMO and SISO MC schemes. tb = 0.3s,
dx = 8µm, dyz = 3µm, D = 79.4 µm2 /s, rr = 5µm, and L = 4. Both
natural and Gray coded (GC) variants are included.

antennas, rather than using passive receivers considered in [7].
For SISO schemes, a point TX and an absorbing spherical RX
are used [9]. SISO BCSK is realized with on-off keying.
The analysis made in Fig. 2 demonstrates that the theoretical
BER expressions found in Subsection III-A are in agreement with the simulation results. In addition, for the channel
parameters for Fig. 2, (2, 4)-MPSM has a lower BER than
4-MSSK, whilst higher order MPSM schemes perform worse.
For further explanation, a BER vs. tb analysis is presented
in Fig. 3.
The results in Fig. 3 show that, while satisfying a certain
BER constraint, MPSM provides an increase in the bit rate
when compared to the existing approaches. Furthermore, Fig.
3 implies that the data rate increase provided by the proposed
schemes is prominent, especially when the BER requirements
are lower. For example, (2, 4)-MPSM can yield a BER of
10−3 when communicating at a bit duration of tb  0.29s for
the system in Fig. 3, whilst Gray-coded 4-MSSK can satisfy
the same BER constraint for tb  0.56s. Note that these
results correspond to roughly a two-fold increase in the data
rate while conserving the reliability of the communication.
This phenomenon is mainly due to the ILI-caused error floor
associated with MSSK and BCSK-SM. As also pointed out
in [5], increasing tb helps to reduce ISI greatly, but waiting
for longer symbol durations at the receiver end also causes
the arrivals to the receiver antennas to become more uniform,
causing ILI. This effect is mitigated in MPSM, since the chip
durations of PPM are still short enough, even for larger tb .
On the other hand, short chip durations are more prone to
ISI, which becomes an issue when communicating at very low
bit durations. When tb is already very small, MPSM further
divides the symbol interval into PPM’s even shorter chip slots,
which increases ISI. This explains the worse performance of
the MPSM schemes at tb = 0.1s when ISI is extremely high.
MPSM schemes with higher order PPM constellations suffer
more from this effect. This adverse effect explains the trend
in Fig. 2 and that higher order PPMs require a longer tb to
overcome ISI and surpass existing schemes due to their better
ILI combating in Fig. 3. Overall, it can be inferred from Fig. 3
that MPSM schemes provide a good trade-off between ISI and
ILI combating, and surpass existing molecular SM schemes in
terms of the bit rate while satisfying a reliable BER constraint.
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Fig. 3. BER vs. tb for MIMO and SISO MC schemes. M = 100 molecules,
dx = 8µm, dyz = 3µm, D = 79.4 µm2 /s, rr = 5µm, L = 30.

Even though figures are not provided here, our results
confirm that relative performances of the schemes follow the
same trend for different dx and rr values. However, error
rates of all molecular-IM schemes increase with dx , due to
MMs taking longer times to reach the RX and arriving more
uniformly among antennas. This limits the range of molecularIM schemes in general, since increasing dx makes it more
difficult for the RX to determine the activated TX antenna.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this letter, we have introduced novel molecularIM schemes that employ PPM symbols as constellations.
We have shown that the proposed schemes outperform existing
molecular-IM schemes in terms of ILI combating and provide
higher data rates while maintaining a low error probability.
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